Fig, Iran Fruit Export Import, Fig Fruit

Nuts and Fruits

Iran pistachio wholesale pistachio exporter Iran piarom date sayer date mozafati date zahedi date kabkab
date. A bounty of nuts and fruits that excites the senses. This mixture includes, salted almonds,
salted pistachios, salted peanuts, and an assortment of dried apricots, peaches and cranberries. A
combination that is most gratifying to the palate. Iran manufacture raisin Iran manufacture. A nut in botany is
a simple dry fruit with one seed. These deluxe mixed nuts are absolutely wonderful.
Wholesaler: Nuts and Kernels Wholesale Supplier. Dried Slab Apricots: These dried slab apricots are
the sweetest and moistest of the bunch - We pick them only when they are fully ripe, resulting in a
natural, sweet flavor and wonderful aroma when dried.
Sliced Almonds: A Iran almond, thinly sliced to be used for any baking need. Great for cake decorations
and with string beans.
Organic Almonds: Delicious organic almonds. Peanuts are one of the most well-known and popular nuts around.
Roasted Pistachios (Salted, In Shell): These lightly salted Colossal Pistachios are literally out of this
world ...or at least the biggest you will find in this world.
Walnut Halves (Raw, No Shell): Iran walnut halves are beautiful and delicious. This is the nicest walnut
on the market. Jumbo Thompson Seedless Raisins: These plump raisins are giant, about two to three
times the size of a regular raisin!
Dark Raisins: Deliciously sweet dried grapes. all red saffron Iran (persian) dried fruit. sultana raisin black
raisin dark raisin golden raisin green raisin. mancha saffron daste saffron export Iranian golden raisin
export. Green kernel pistachio: Iran export black raisin Iran export sultana raisin.
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Fig: Iranian fig fruits are bell-shaped, with a
wide, flat bottom narrowing to a pointed
top. When the fruit ripens, the top may
bend, forming a "neck". Figs can be brown,
purple, green, yellow or black, and vary in
size. The skin is slightly wrinkled and
leathery. They are often dried for
preservation, since the fresh fruits are
highly perishable. The fig flowers develop
inside the fruit and cannot be seen.
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Fig leaves

Contact information

Telephones
+9821 - 22365723
+9821 - 22365724
Fax
+9821 - 22067030
info@irandriedfruit.com

Which City or Province Grow: Estahbanat +
North of Iran.
Harvest Season: Summer.
This fig is Ficus carica 'Panache', the striped
tiger fig.

Fig Tree: Figs grow on deciduous trees or
multi-branched shrubs that reach 1 to 3
meter in height and 2 to 5 meter in width.
Fig Leaves: Fig leaves are simple, bright to
dark green, deeply lobed, and alternately
arranged.
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Iran exporter fig

Iran product fig
Iran fig producer
Iran fig manufacture
Iran manufacture fig
Iran export fig to world
dried fig fruit export
dried fig fruit import
dried fig fruit wholesale
dried fig fruit producer
dried fig fruit manufacturer
dried fruit Iran dried fruit fresh fruit Iran fresh fruit organic fruit organic dried fruit
none chemical fruit
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Iran pistachio Iran saffron Iran raisin Iran date Iran dried fig Iran dried apricot Iran walnut
Iran almond
Long pistachio jumbo pistachio round pistachio akbari pistachio ahmad aghaee pistachio
badami pistachio fandoghi pistachio kale ghuchi pistachio
Premium Producer of Fig
color of dried fig is yellow
color of dried fig is white
Iranian use fig from old years
fruits:

Blackberry
filbert
almond
apple
apricot
cherry
date
fig
grape
grapefruit
peach
pear
persimmon
plum
pomegranate
orange
strawberry
Iranian use fig in food
Iranian use fig as medicine
Iranian use dried fig as medicine
sargol saffron all red saffron pushal saffron mancha saffron daste saffron
sun dried raisin black raisin sultana raisin green raisin golden raisin
piarom date sayer date mozafati date zahedi date kabkab date shahani date
Iran and the best quality dried fig is tied to each other
http://www.thetistravel.com
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